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Bouquets
BRIDAL BOUQUET

Ceremony & Reception
$230 - $320

$1000

ARCHWAY, CUPPAH, MEADOW

Abundant with premium seasonal blooms, natural greenery and
added elements for texture. Beautifully finished with satin or hand
dyed silk ribbon finish on handle.

Estimate assumes partial (~1/3) structure filled w/ seasonal florals
& foliage. Set-up and pack down are additional, will be calculated
with formal quote.

BRIDESMAID BOUQUETS

FEATURE & ISLE ARRANGEMENTS

$130 - $220

$2000

Coordinates with Bridal Bouquet - on a smaller complimentary
scale. Stem handle beautifully finished with satin or hand dyed silk
ribbon.
FLOWER CROWN, COMB
$40 - $65

An abundant ceremony feature traveling up the aisle, creating a
stunning backdrop for your nuptials.

A delicate halo of flowers for the Bride or Bridesmaid. Price varies
depending on the type of flowers used as well as the fullness of the
piece.

Front-facing abundant installation that sits at the front of a
horizontal table, where you, your partner are seated at the
reception. This price is typical for a 6 to 9 foot table.

Bouts & Corsages

TABLE ARRANAGEMENTS

BOUTONNEIRES

$20 - $30

Petite floral accents for the gentlemen.
CORSAGES

$45 - $65

Wearable floral accents for the ladies. Select from a lapel corsage
or wrist corsage.
ROSE PETALS
$30 - $60
Box of rose petals to decorate the aisle, toss after the ceremony or
to decorate a table.
CAKE FLOWERS

$45 - $115

Small collection of wired blooms to decorate your cake. Price
varies based on selection and abundance of blooms.
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SWEETHEART, BRIDAL TABLE

$1000

$90 - $300

Several variations for guest tables
- Centerpieces, elevated or low compote
- Bud vases with votives or tea lights
- Flat lay foliage with candles
All vessels are yours to keep with exception of elevated
arrangements. Elevated will cost additional for rental of stands.
SIGNS DECOR

$40 - $65

Florals and foliage to adorn your Welcome sign for guests. Price
varies based on floral selection and abundance.
CEILING INSTALLATION

$800 - $2500+

We love to create special pieces that have an impact! Size, Foliage
& Bloom choices drive $$. We charge per foot, typical size ranges
12 to 20 feet.
Note: This guide represents most common requests, but certainly
not the only offerings. At Petal & Sage, we love to collaborate on
unique designs. Don't hesitate to request something special!
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